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Ⅰ. Introduction

There was a tragedy in American history. The tragedy was slavery,
African slavery. This tragedy still haunts American society. It touches
the nerves of both African-Americans and white Americans. Some are
the descendants of African slaves, while some are the descendants of
white masters. Therefore the study of African slavery is an emotional
as well as an intellectual issue. However emotionally difficult it may be,
various aspects of antebellum slavery have been recovered. In the
historiography of slavery, the focus has shifted from early interests in
the economy of slavery, its maintenance and control to more recent
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attention on slave culture and community. This transition toward slave
culture coincides with the growing assertion of the self-dignity of
African-Americans since the 1960s. As African-Americans have aggressively
advanced their identity in American society, antebellum slaves have
been studied less as the subjects of a mere manipulation by whites, and
more as the creators of a unique slave culture, which is believed to
be the basis of the contemporary African-American culture. Until
recently, however, some aspects of African slavery have received little
attention. The fear in slavery is one of those topics. Was there fear in
slavery? What did masters fear? What did slaves fear? How did fear
affect slavery? Most important books on slavery since Ulrich B. Phillips’
American Negro Slavery (1918)1) have been relatively silent on these
questions. The reasons for the relative disregard of the issue of fear are
complex. One can argue that it is more difficult to gauge the fear of
the people of more than one hundred years ago than it is to study their
economy or even their culture. But a more plausible answer might lie
in the structure of American society and the uniqueness of the problem.
Race is still a thorny and emotional issue in American society. In this
situation, the issue of the fear of slavery might be too stressful for
historians. It is too emotional compared with the control, the economy,
and even the culture of slavery. Thus historians might think it is wise
to keep the issue where it belongs, as past history, and to ignore it.
Though it sounds reasonable, it might not be a productive way of
learning from history. As American racial problems have evolved
1) Ulrich B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State
University, 1918).
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historically, some of their solutions could also be found in history,
however grisly that history may be.
This paper seeks to explore the fear in slavery in the antebellum
South. The questions are how serious the fear was, what masters and
slaves feared, and how fear affected slavery. My arguments are that
Southern slavery was much immersed in fear; slaves feared the very
existence of masters who took away their liberty; masters feared the
collapse of their belief in their ideology, paternalism; and fear
strengthened paternalism in the everyday life of slaves and masters. I
will look at both slaves’ and masters’ fear, because the fear of slavery
is mutually responsive like any part of the history of slavery.

Ⅱ. Historians and Fear

While the fear in slavery is never the main topic, most important
books on slavery touch on the matter implicitly or explicitly. By doing
so they have opened some puzzling questions. Fear is missing in
American Negro Slavery by Phillips. This is somewhat expected,
considering his paternalistic interpretation of slavery. Antebellum white
masters had used paternalism to defend their system from the criticism
of the North. Paternalism, they argued, made slavery a positive good
for slaves. Phillips’ book was crammed with this old myth. African
slaves were submissive, light-hearted, fond of display, and easily
accepted subordination. Masters were kind enough to look after these
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childish slaves, even though that meant an economic loss for them. In
this paternalistic interpretation of slavery, slaves are happy, not fearful.
Phillips, however, notes unrest in masters’ minds on occasions of slave
conspiracies or rebellions such as Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy and Nat
Turner’s rebellion. But he concludes that most whites did not fear any
great disaster. It was no more than “disturbance.”2) Overall the issue
of fear is almost missing in American Negro Slavery.
In The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South (1956),
Kenneth M. Stampp shatters this happy picture of Southern slavery.3)
He sees more fear in slavery than Phillips was willing to recognize.
Stampp sees the Southern slavery basically as crass capitalism, no more,
no less. Masters kept slavery because it brought profit. To gain the
most, masters treated slaves with insufficient food, poor housing, and
improper medical care. Slaves resisted the appropriation of their labor
by various measures, including slowing the work, arson, suicide,
individual attack, and rebellion. In this basically antagonistic situation,
fear impelled both slaves and masters. Stampp says that masters devised
various ways of controlling their slaves slaves to “make them stand in
fear,” including whipping, the threat of sale, crippling, and maiming.
The masters’ major fear was slave rebellion. Its threat created “panic”
and “great apprehension” to masters.4) But he does not think the fear
was strong enough to destabilize the institution overall. To the contrary,
alert masters became more united and better prepared to suppress any
2) Ibid, p. 487.
3) Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution (New York, Vintage Books, 1956).
4) Ibid, p. 136.
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prospective threats. Although Stampp recognized fear in slavery, he
failed to ask and answer one intriguing question which would have
helped us better understand slavery: how successful were masters in
making slaves stand in fear? In Stampp’s book the issue of fear appears,
but only marginally. The strength of fear, not to mention its impact on
slavery, was not systematically analyzed.
Stanley M. Elkins did not articulate fear in his book, Slavery: A
Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual Life (1976).5) Instead
it is implied in his analogy which compares the Nazi concentration
camps to the Southern slavery. Elkins’ main argument was that the
Southern slavery transformed African slaves into the personality of sambo,
which is a derogatory term for an African slave with a connotation of
subservience, as the Nazi concentration camps infantilized the inmates.
As the Nazi SS had the power of death and life over the inmates, the
inmates had to pay absolute obedience to the SS to survive. In this
situation the inmates developed unique modes of behavior including
childlike actions and intensive identification with the SS.6) Here Elkins
implies that fear twisted the personality of a large group of people in
the Nazi camps. If the analogy is applied to slavery, the implication is
that fear transformed the African slaves into sambo. However, Elkins
does not assign any fear on the masters’ side at all. In the Nazi camps,
the SS wielded their absolute power without any fear of retribution.
The analogy is then that the Southern masters also exercised their
5) Stanley M. Elkins, Slavery, 3rd ed. (Chicago and London, The University of
Chicago Press, 1976).
6) Ibid., pp. 111～112.
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power without any fear whatsoever. Elkins’ picture of Southern slavery
consists of all mighty and fearless masters and all powerless slaves
whose fear reduced them to sambo.
The historiography of slavery from Phillips to Elkins emphasizes the
fear of the slaves while diluting the fear on the masters’ side. This is
the result of the growing emphasis on the brutality of slavery. As
masters look more and more cruel, slaves appear more and more
intimidated. The balance of fear, however, moves again close to
Phillips’ measure in Roll Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made by
Eugene D. Genovese (1974),7) even though he recognizes more harshness
in slavery than Phillips was willing to admit. Genovese sees both
masters and slaves as men of a strong will who could not be
intimidated by fear. According to Genovese, slaves’ fear was expressed
by stammering and downcast looks before white people. He points out,
however, that stammering and downcast looks also meant anger and
resentment. Thus he essentially plays down the slaves’ fear. He is
obsessed with interpreting slaves as people who sustained their
religious and spiritual integrity under the worst human conditions.
Genovese’s interpretation of the masters’ fear also falls into the same
line. He says there was a significant amount of panic among masters
over the possibility of slave rebellions, because masters knew slaves
had a reason to rebel. In addition, masters were afraid of poisoning
by slaves. But Genovese says this fear did not demoralize masters. They
braved their fear. They rarely locked the doors of their Big Houses or
7) Eugene D. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll, Vintage (New York: Vintage Books,
1974).
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slaves’ quarters in the night. They proclaimed their trust in their own
slaves, though they feared their neighbors’. There was fear, but slaves
and masters overcame it. The significance of fear is downgraded in
Genovese’ interpretation of slavery. Genovese’ book is a noble effort
to recover the spirituality and culture of African-Americans from history.
But if he were more realistic and less spiritual, he could ask himself
an interesting question: why did masters not lock their doors? Why did
masters brave the fear at the risk of their lives? But Genovese fails to
ask this question. Historiographically, Genovese’s book signaled the
turn from the traditional interest in the economy of slavery to the
research into slave culture, notably in folklore, spirituals, and religion.
Discontented with the new focus of research on slavery culture,
Norrece T. Jones, Jr. explores a different way of studying slavery. He
focuses on the control of and strategies of slave resistance in his book
Born a Child of Freedom, Yet a Slave (1990).8) Jones defines the
Southern slavery as a “state of war” between masters and slaves.9) As
in a real war, fear pervades Jones’ interpretation of slavery. First, slaves
feared the brutality of masters. To control the rebelliousness of slaves,
masters invented and used all kinds of techniques including whipping,
torture, and murder. But the most dreaded punishment for slaves was
the threat of or the real sale of slaves. For slaves, being sold to other
places was next only to death. But the slaves did not succumb to these
fears. On the contrary, they staged a constant war against their masters.
8) Norrece T. Jones, Jr., Born a Child of Freedom, Yet a Slave (Hanover and
London, Wesleyan University Press, 1990).
9) Iid, p. 10.
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This rebelliousness of the slaves created a constant fear for the masters.
Because of this ceaseless fear, masters always had to devise new
techniques for the control of their slaves. Jones agrees with Stampp and
Genovese that the most dreadful fear for masters was a slave conspiracy
or rebellion. Jones says that after every rumor of a slave uprising, only
the execution of some slaves eased the fear. Thus in Jones’
interpretation of slavery, masters and slaves constantly feared each
other. By this time, we can ask a question about the fear of slave
rebellions: why fear at all? Stampp, Genovese, Jones, and even Phillips
mention the fear of slave rebellion. Slave rebellion was at the center
of the masters’ fear. But the irony is that few slave rebellions of a
significant size occurred in the antebellum South. The most famous
slave revolt of the South, Nat Turner’s rebellion, had about sixty or
seventy slaves involved, who killed about sixty whites in two days
before being put down by local militia. Compare this with about half
million black rebels in Santo Domingo who massacred the French
colonists and established the first black republic in the western
hemisphere, or the slave revolts in Brazil which lasted up to several
years, and shook the whole country. As one historian commented,
black resistance in the antebellum South can hardly be called a “revolt”
or “insurrection.” His suggestion of the term “disorder” may be more
appropriate.10) Thus why did masters fear a disorder which could be
suppressed so easily?

10) Peter Kolchin, Unfree Labor (Cambridge, M.A: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University, 1987), p. 252. Italic by Kolchin.
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Ⅲ. Slavery and Fear

Historians of African slavery from Phillips to Jones do not put the
problem of fear at the center of their research, and thus cannot answer
some of the questions arising from their own research. Their method
of study is too rational. They fail to conceive that the enslavement of
a group of people must have been a very emotional affair to both
masters and slaves. They do not take into consideration that people in
a highly emotional state, like fear, might act differently than they
normally would.
One historian, Steven A. Channing, looks at slavery with this
consideration. In his book Crisis of Fear: Secession in South Carolina,
Channing argues that South Carolina seceded because of fear, fear of
the Negro (1970).11) More specifically South Carolinians feared the
abolition of slavery. They feared that the first result of abolition would
be a racial war patterned on the Santo Domingo revolt. But more
broadly, abolition meant the dissolution of the Southern civilization
based on slavery. In the minds of the Southerners blacks were naturally
inferior to whites. Thus free blacks were logically absurd, and socially
a horror to white Southerners. Ultimately the fear was a racial fear. It
was so strong and pervasive in the South, including South Carolina, that
when South Carolinians saw the expression of abolitionism in John

11) Steven A. Channing, Crisis of Fear (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970).
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Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859, they were panic stricken. This
scare grew with the growth of the “Black” Republican Party, and was
consummated by the election of President Abraham Lincoln. Rather
than waiting for the abolition of slavery by the federal government,
South Carolina decided to secede. In Channing’s words, “Secession was
a revolution of passion, and the passion was fear.”12) The fear pointed
out in Channing’s book is the fear of blacks in the minds of white
Southerners. It was powerful enough to push Southerners into a war.
Channing is sensitive enough to find the source of the fear of the
whites and to gauge its strength. However, for other students of
slavery, he leaves a couple of areas of possible research untouched.
By focusing only on the minds of white South Carolinians, he does not
look for the fear in blacks’ minds. He also downgrades the masters’ fear
of slave rebellions. He says masters had no fear of murder by the hands
of their slaves. If it is not the fear of murder by slaves, then what is
it that lies behind the claim of the fear of slave rebellions by Channing’s
colleagues? Is there any possible way of interpreting the fear other than
a physical one? One may look into some slave rebellions more closely
to find an answer to this question. This search also may lead to a
deeper understanding of the fear of slaves.
The first case is Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy.13) In 1822 in
Charleston, South Carolina, a large number of blacks － some people
say about nine thousand blacks were involved － led by Vesey plotted
12) Ibid, p. 293.
13) My main source of information on Vesey’s rebellion is John Lofton, Denmark
Vesey’s Revolt (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1983).
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to attack the whites of Charleston and take the city. They prepared
bayonets, daggers, knives, and rifles for that purpose. But this plot was
leaked to the whites before being acted on, and was suppressed. As
the punishment, thirty five blacks including Vesey himself were hanged.
The second case is the famous Nat Turner’s rebellion.14) The story
goes that in 1831 in Southampton County, Virginia, Turner led a group
of about sixty to seventy slaves into a bloody march through several
plantations, along which his people killed about sixty white:-females as
well as males, children as well as old men. The uprising lasted about
two days before it was stopped and crushed. In the aftermath of the
rebellion, twenty one blacks were hanged in Southampton only, and
more in other counties of Virginia and North Carolina.
The third case is a slave conspiracy in 1861 in Adams County,
Mississippi.15) Shortly after the breakout of the Civil War, some slaves
in the plantations along the Second Creek in Adams County plotted to
kill their masters and take the mistresses. This plot was also leaked to
the masters as in Vesey’s case and about forty slaves were hanged after
interrogation. This case was previously not known to historians, because
no court documents, newspaper articles, or pamphlets concerning it
exist. In fact the interrogations and executions of the slaves were done
by an extralegal “Examination Committee” organized mainly by the
masters. One of the members of the committee left the transcription of
14) For Turner’s rebellion, I consulted Stephen B. Oates, The Fires of Jubilee: Nat
Turner’s Fierce Rebellion (New York, Harper & Row, 1975.
15) For the Second Creek case, see Winthrop D. Jordan, Tumult and Silence at
Second Creek (Baton Rouge and London, Louisiana State University Press,
1993).
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the questions and answers of the interrogation. The story of the
rebellion was reconstructed by a very imaginative historian, Winthrop
D. Jordan, who used this document along with some entries in diaries
and letters of other people.
The slave rebellions of Vesey, Turner, and the Second Creek tell the
fear of slaves. The fear expressed itself by the cruelty of the rebellions.
In Vesey’s rebellion, Vesey told his people to kill every white, young
and old, male and female. Turner did exactly what Vesey had told his
followers. The plotters in the Second Creek case also intended to kill
their masters. The method of killing is also horrible. Turner and his
followers beat, chopped, and shot their masters and their families. The
method of rebellion is always killing in any possible way. Why is that
so? Why so cruel? The question can be answered by understanding
what the slaves were trying to do by killing all of their masters. Slaves
wanted to extinguish the very existence of masters. They had to kill
every one of their masters to feel free. They were insecure as long as
the masters were alive. The existence of masters, whether young or old,
male or female, was a threat to slaves. The slaves knew very well how
they would be punished if any of the masters escaped death and
regained their control over them. Slaves feared the power of masters
which they felt every day and night. Because of this fear of the masters,
the slaves intended to kill every one. The cruelty of the slave rebellions
is the expression of the fear of the slaves and its intensity.
Slave rebellions show not only the fear of slaves, but also the fear
of masters. They feared the collapse of their belief in paternalism. That
fear was expressed by the severity of the punishment of slave rebels.
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The basic form of punishment for slave rebellion was death. In all three
cases masters hanged more blacks than seemingly necessary. In Vesey’s
case some rebels were even beheaded and their heads were posted on
poles as a lesson to other blacks. In the Second Creek case some slaves
were flogged to death. Sometimes the punishment looked too severe
even to the contemporary whites. On the punishment of Vesey’s group,
the Supreme Court Justice from South Carolina, William Johnson, and
then Governor of South Carolina, Thomas Bennett objected. They
thought Vesey’s case was exaggerated and the procedure of the court
was distorted. They wanted to restrain the summary hanging, but with
no success. Why was this cruelty necessary? Why did masters have to
ruin their precious investment even only on suspicion? The masters
must have felt that the mere suspicion of rebellion was a sufficient
reason to rid themselves of their valuable property. These masters
showed a more excessive response to slave rebellions than would
efficient managers of other businesses. Therefore slavery must have
meant more than a mere business to them. As Channing said, it must
have been a way of life and an order of civilization. These ideas were
rooted in the paternalistic ideology of the South. The South argued the
superiority of her civilization based on slavery over the Northern one
based on factory labor. The South claimed that slavery was good to
both masters and slaves. But the South obviously failed to convince the
Northern people, who could not miss the inherent moral problem in
the bondage of one group of people by another group of people.
Anti-slavery sentiment in the North grew steadily. The more the North
attacked the moral problem of slavery, the more the South had to
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defend paternalism. To vindicate paternalism more solidly, the South
completely internalized the idea of paternalism. The South had to
deceive herself first in order to convince the North. In this mentality,
there was no place for slave rebellion. Slaveholders could not think a
happy and docile “sambo” would rebel. Slave rebellions exploded the
masters’ order of the world. Even one single incident could damage the
whole paternalistic notion of slavery. Slave rebellion forced masters to
face the grim reality that not all slaves became “sambo.” This reality
must have made masters doubt the power of paternalism. But masters
knew no better way than paternalism to explain slavery. Therefore they
had to cleanse their minds of the dilemma of slave rebellion. Masters
recovered the tranquility of their minds by simply putting aside slave
rebels by death. In this sense, the fear of slave rebellion was more
dreadful to the psychological safety of the masters than to their physical
security. What historians perceived as the fear of slave rebellions was
the death sentence of paternalism in the minds of the masters. And it
was strong enough to cause masters to ruin their property.
Ironically, however, the fear of the masters strengthened their
paternalism in the everyday life of the plantations. The fear of the
collapse of paternalism forced masters to show their belief in it. For
example, they showed their belief in their slaves by leaving their doors
open in the night. Masters must have known they would have a better
chance of being murdered by slaves if the doors were left open. But
the masters had to show their belief in paternalism to the North, to the
slaves, and most of all to themselves. As much as their belief was
threatened by slave resistance including rebellion, masters had to show
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their belief in the paternalistic system in their daily life.

Ⅳ. Conclusion

Slavery was a tragedy. It was a tragedy because it was based on
the fear of human beings. Fear decided much of the way that masters
and slaves behaved. Because of fear, fear of the very existence of the
masters, slave rebellion was so cruel. Because of fear, fear of the
collapse of paternalism, the masters feared slave rebellions and
punished rebels so severely. But paradoxically, because of fear masters
acted in a more paternalistic way in running their plantations. This was
the irony of the tragic history of slavery. If history is the continuation
of the past into the present, this irony may still linger on in the streets,
alleys, offices, farms, and factories in American society today. This is
the real fear for the United States.
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[국문초록]

노예제와 공포: 그 비판적 평가
하 성 호

이 논문은 미국 남부 노예제에서의 ‘두려움(fear)’이라는 주제에 관한
논문이다. 지금까지 이 주제를 진지하게 연구한 역사가들은 많지 않다. 노
예제의 잔혹함과 농장주들의 권력의 강대함을 강조한 케네스 스탬프나 스
탠리 엘킨스 같은 이들은 농장주들이 노예 반란을 전혀 두려워하지 않았거
나 아니면 약간 두려워하였다고 주장하고, 이것이 노예제를 불안정하게 만
들지는 않았다고 주장하였다. 또 제노비스와 같이 노예들의 문화를 강조한
이들 역시 농장주들이 노예반란에 대한 불안으로 떨고 있었다고 생각하지
않았다. 단지 스티브 채닝이 그의 저서 공포의 위기(1970), 그리고 노리
스 존스가 그의 저서 자유의 아들, 그러나 노예 (1990)에서 이 주제를
정면으로 다루고 있다. 채닝과 존스는 노예반란에 대한 두려움이 남부의
농장주들에게 광범위하게 퍼져있었다고 본다. 본 저자는 농장주들은 노예
들의 반란 자체로 인해 자기들의 생명이 위협받으리라고 두려워한 것이
아니라, 이것이 그들의 노예제를 정당화하는 가부장적 온정주의라는 이데
올로기를 위협하였기 때문에 노예 반란이 일어나는 것 자체를 두려워하였
다고 주장한다. 이와 반대로 노예들은 농장주들의 존재 자체를 두려워하였
기 때문에 노예 반란시 농장주들의 가족이라면 남녀노소를 가리지 않고
잔인하게 죽였다. 이와 같이 ’두려움‘이라는 주제는 미국의 남부노예제도
의 셩격을 이해하는 데 있어 중요한 주제이다.
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Slavery was a tragedy. It was a tragedy because it was based on
the fear of human beings. Fear decided much of the way that masters
and slaves behaved. Because of fear, fear of the very existence of the
masters, slave rebellion was so cruel. Because of fear, fear of the
collapse of paternalism, the masters feared slave rebellions and
punished rebels so severely. But paradoxically, because of fear masters
acted in a more paternalistic way in running their plantations. This was
the irony of the tragic history of slavery.
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